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Traditionally clinical psychology often reduces experience of disaster to Post 
Traumatic Stress Disorder and Acute Stress Disorder. But, experiencing and making 
sense of the life while facing a disaster is much more than this. The present qualitative 
study aimed at understanding the major threads and themes of experiences of villagers 
of West Bengal (a state of India) who have been victims of recurrent disasters from 
years. It was found from the study that, even if people do not have clinically 
diagnosable symptoms for mental health in the face of disaster, their fear and 
helplessness are real and such psychological sufferings may significantly predict their 
mental health status. Besides that, how sometimes, in the absence of external support 
and resources, the community unifies and function globally to fight the disaster. 
Morover, the present study also unveils how the sense-making of disaster involves 
locally available belief systems. 

“We all have a habitual way of looking at disaster phenomena”. 

                                                                                                            Quarantelli (1982) 

The term ‘Disaster’ is derived from Latin roots ‘dis-‘and ‘astro-‘ meaning ‘away from 
the stars’, or an event to be blamed on an unfortunate astrological configuration. But, 
one must also consider the coping ability of the community while defining disaster. 
UN (1992) considers disaster as “a serious disruption of the functioning of society to 
cope using only it’s resources”. As it can easily be understood that no disaster is a 
disaster until it affects human beings and their natural flow of lives. For example, the 
Sherman landslide in Alaska, a direct consequence of the 1964 earthquake, there was 
a rock slide of 29 million cubic meters with a speed of 180 km/hr into an uninhabited 
valley. The event was nothing but of geophysical interest and no one defined it as 
disaster whereas 193 times smaller and 25-30 times smaller landslide in South Wales 
killed 144 people and it was a major disaster.  

Quarantelli (1985) holds that there are three paradigms of understanding disaster,  

1. Patterns of war approach: War has long been the subject of exploration by social 
scientists and social analyses have easily found war patterns. Such patterns are 
particularly relevant to the field of disaster studies.  

2. Disaster as social vulnerability: Researchers like Dombrowsky (1981) & Pelanda 
(1981) considers disaster as a social result and a consequence of socio-structural risks. 

3. Disaster as uncertainty: Disaster, according to this approach, seen as a crisis in 
communicating within a community, i.e., as a difficulty for someone to get informed 
and to inform other people (Gilbert 1991).  

Although disasters are measured in terms of lives lost, injuries sustained, property 
damaged, and environmental degradation, a proper definition of disaster must 
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consider the social fabric. As Fritz interpreted it ‘as a state where the social fabric is 
disrupted and becomes dysfunctional to a greater or lesser extent’. Fisher (2003) 
suggested “What disaster sociologists actually study is social (structure) change under 
specialized circumstances”. Therefore, the cultural, social, political, and economic 
reality of disaster have major roles to play. These realities not only determine the 
causes and sources in which problems arise but also significantly influence to what 
extent a person will or will not be able to cope up with the disaster. Context, 
therefore, determines (1) the semantic environment; and (2) the practical context in 
which the violence occurs and in which the individual recovers.  

After working for years in Uganda Bracken et al (1995) found that social, political, 
economic and political context determines,  

(a) The subjective meaning of the violence or trauma;  

(b) The way in which the distress associated with violence is experienced and 
reported;  

(c) The type and extent of general support available to the individual  

(d) What type of therapies is available and is appropriate.  

In recent years the increased man-elephant conflict in the districts of Purulia, Bankura 
and West Medinipore has become a serious challenge for the Forest Staff of these 
areas of West Bengal. Although the history of elephants in south west districts are not 
new, but the problem of human-elephant conflict increased after 1980s due to loss of 
forest cover & food depletion. From 1987 onwards migratory herds from Dalma 
Wildlife Sanctuary in Jharkhand started coming to South West Bengal on a regular 
basis resulting in a steady rise in man-elephant conflict in this part. Initially the Dalma 
herd used to come up to the jurisdiction of Jhargram i.e., their movement was 
restricted up to the western part of river Kangsabati. But later the herds started 
crossing the Kangsabati river and spend most of the time in the eastern part of the 
Kangsabati river as this area was more fertile with availability of food and water in 
abundance. This led to increased man-elephant conflict, greater incidences of crop 
and property damage and higher rate of injury and human death. Some villages of 
Bankura such as Barjora ,Sitla ,Sangrampur ,Brindabanpur, Sonamukhi , Radhanagar, 
Panchal ,Kundalia, Onda, Bishnupur II,Khuliamuri, Rajpur, peardoba are greatly 
affected by the migration of this herd. From the statistics, it can be found that number 
of deaths in the years from 2007-2012 are 18, 22, 24, 40, 22 respectively.  

Therefore, it is very obvious that people of these areas suffer from a fear & 
helplessness due to this problem of man-elephant conflict at least at some period of 
the year. The problem related to elephants are affecting the wellbeing of the 
communities as are way beyond the coping strategies of the community, therefore the 
situation is nothing but a recurrent disaster to the people of the affected areas.  

The present work intends to understand,  

1. How people experience the horror and helplessness in the face of disaster.  

2. How people perceive the disaster situation and deal with the situation when no 
external intervention, support, or resources are available.  
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3. How sense of commonality and support from the community helps to deal with the 
situation.  

4. Local beliefs and meaning of the disaster.  

Methodology  

Grounded theory methodology helps the researcher to understand the basic social 
Processes that underlie a phenomenon in socially or experientially relevant domains 
of Human life (Charmaz, 2006). It is also a popular methodology adopted by 
qualitative researchers in social science disciplines as well as in medical and health 
sciences. This methodology is used keeping in mind the research questions. The 
Fieldwork For the purpose of getting the list of affected villages, the researcher 
contacted the forest office of Sonamukhi block of Bankura district. After getting the 
list of villages which are mostly affected due to the elephant problem the researcher 
visited three villages of the list. The name of the villages are Anantabati, Aamdanga, 
Shaldoho. All the villages are located in the Sonamukhi block. Interviews were 
collected in fourteen days. As it was a re-election period in West Bengal, people were 
sceptical regarding the purpose of the data collection and some of them considered the 
researcher as journalist or representative of any political party, but after 
communicating them the real purpose of the interviews, they were ready for the 
interview. The researcher was keen to get at least one interview from a woman, but in 
all the villages, women were either not ready to talk or their male head of families 
stopped them doing so. The time period of data collection was not pre decided; it was 
mostly dependent on the flow of the conversation.  

Participants  

Four male interviewees were within the age range of 40-50 years. All of them were 
farmers and have faced at least some financial loss due to the problem related to 
elephants.  

Data Collection  

Semi-Structured Interview: for addressing the questions of the present research a 
semi-structured interview schedule was constructed. Some major domains of interest 
were kept in mind and the questions were asked to all the interviewee, although the 
sequence and framing of questions were not same for all of them. Questions came in 
the flow of the conversation. Interviewees were never stopped during their interview 
and were probed. The interviews were conducted in the one-to-one setting where only 
the researcher and interviewee were present. With prior consent, the interview was 
audio-tape recorded. The interviews were in Bengali and later they were transcribed 
and translated in English.  

Literature Review 

To understand the nature of Disaster as well as how people experience it and cope 
with it some relevant articles were reviewed. The literature was important to 
conceptualise the subject matter, find out research gap as well as to understand how 
research can be conducted. Constructionist Grounded Theory Analysis of Data: The 
Constructionist Grounded Theory (Charmaz, 2000) enables to code the narrative 
using the processes of initial coding, focused coding and axial coding through the 
process of constant comparison (Charmaz, 2006). Initial coding involves line-by-line 
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coding. Through the method of constant comparison, the incidents mentioned in the 
data were compared against one another, the data were compared against one category 
and the categories were compared among each other. Axial coding helps in comparing 
and reorganizing the focused codes to find out if some initial or focused codes may 
form subcategory to a focused code. Finally, the focused codes that best represented 
the data were formed into categories.  

Categories  

1. Financial loss.  

2. Threat of loss of life.  

3. Helplessness  

a. In terms of nature, b. In terms of administration, 

 4. Feeling of apprehension.  

5. Coping strategies.  

6. Intensification of the problem with time.  

7. Precautions & safety measures.  

8. Sense of commonality and support from community.  

9. Cultural belief.  

Rigor of the analysis  

Charmaz (2006) identified four criteria for rigor in grounded theory studies: 
credibility, Originality, resonance, and usefulness. The present study had been helpful 
in developing intimate familiarity with the task at hand and to be engaging evidence-
based approaches in analyzing the data collected. This would reflect the rigor of 
credibility as identified by Charmaz (2006). As there is a common underlying theme 
in the interviews of all the interviewee, this would reflect the rigour of resonance as 
identified by Charmaz.  

Result & discussion  

From the qualitative analysis of the data, the following themes emerged. 

1. Financial loss:  
The data was collected on farmers who earn their bread from farming. The 
elephants waste a huge amount of crops each year, which is a major concern 
for the poor farmers who are solely dependent on their farming. That is why in 
all the interviews when the interviewees talked about sense of loss, they 
always mentioned financial loss. All of them consistently mentioned about 
loss of crops, destruction of households by elephants and financial loss related 
to them.  
Interviewee 4 reported,  
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“With time the problem is increasing. Even this year we were bound to sell 
potatoes at a lower price. Only because of elephants we are facing this type of 
problem”  
“Obviously there is loss in farming. Even now, when paddy plants are smaller 
in size & therefore, there is no food for them in the fields, the elephants are 
entering the villages and destroying the houses”  
Interviewee 2 states, “There was a loss of one to one and half bigha potatoes 
of mine. It’s around a loss of 15000 rupees per bigha”.  
From the forest department report also it is found that during the last 10 years 
the amount of money provided for relief due to loss of crops has been 
increasing. The records show that during the year 2010 – 2011 there have been 
increased incidences of crop and hut damage. In 2011-12 Comp paid for hut 
damage is Rs. 17,77,208 and that for crops damage is Rs. 1,60,88,851.00. This 
level of financial loss is really stressful for poor farmers especially when they 
reported irregularity of compensation as well as lack of help from forest 
department.  

2. Threat of loss of life  
Nothing is more important than one’s survival. The news of death of 
neighbours or in neighbouring village obviously led to question one’s own 
survival. A fear of losing one’s own life or one’s relatives’ lives was one of 
the most important themes prevalent in most of the interviews.  
Interviewee 2, “The fear of loss of life is most important thing as we can’t 
predict what is going to happen the next moment” “This year in Hamirpur 
elephant killed a person. He had no fault, he went to pond in the morning.. the 
elephant came and killed him by throwing him by it’s trunk”  
Report holds that the number of death in 2011-12 due to the problem related to 
elephants is 48. When villagers come across any news related to death of other 
villagers or someone in nearby village it leads to a fear, fear of losing one’s 
own life, one’s own relatives. Living with such fear for a prolonged time will 
obviously have some impact in the mental health of the villagers.  

3. Helplessness  
Helplessness in the face of disaster is quite common. In the present research 
scenario two axial themes of helplessness are found. In terms of nature The 
construct reflects a lack of confidence in one’s ability to predict particular 
outcomes (Penrod, 2001).The experience of uncertainty dominates media 
accounts of individuals’ experiences of community-wide trauma. Scholars 
have also written voluminously about uncertainty in disaster-related models of 
risk (e.g., see Amendola, 2004) and in the context of understanding 
organizational-level crisis management (e.g., see Seeger, Sellnow, & Ulmer, 
1998). However, despite some scholarly efforts to understand the process of 
sense-making among disaster survivors (e.g., Weick, 1993, 2010), systematic, 
quantitative examinations of uncertainty’s role vis-a´-vis survivor wellbeing is 
few. The relative neglect to examine uncertainty’s effects on well-being in the 
context of disasters is surprising. The unpredictability of the encounters of the 
elephants is one major source of stress for the villagers. For example,  
Interviewee 3, “Sometime it decreases, then again they come. And sometime 
when we come back from fields in the midnight & then the elephants enter and 
attack in the dawn”  
The extreme readiness sometime leads to false alarm too,  
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As interviewee 3 states, “If we come to know that elephants are about to reach 
our village in the evening, we wait awake in the fields till midnight and 
sometime they don’t come” In terms of administration Asking for help from 
forest department leads to no result to the villagers. They get absolutely no 
help from the administration. The anguish and related helplessness are 
reflected in the interviews regularly. They have reported how the 
administration are silent to their repeated requests for help, how even the 
financial help from the government has been made unreachable to them, how 
they have compromised their sleep and peace of mind and developed skills of 
dealing with the situation having no other options.  
Interviewee1 “We don’t get anyone from forest department, always, 
repeatedly we make requests to them to come and to help, then we all go and 
chase the elephants as there is no other options”  
Interviewee2, “We are bound to chase elephants to save our own lives, there is 
no other way”  

4. Feeling of apprehension  
Villagers always suffer from a fearful negative anticipation that something bad 
will happen. There is always a kind of readiness present in their lives. This 
kind of readiness for a prolonged time is really harmful for one’s physical 
health.  
Interviewee 2, “Only that terror, only that discussion, when are elephants 
coming, waiting for them & if there is any noise we need to stay in field” 
Women, who stays back at home and can’t help in the elephant chasing 
process also suffers from certain apprehension.  
Interviewee2, “The women in the home are also afraid. They don’t let us go 
out. But if we don’t go out we will lose everything”  

5. Coping strategies  
Irrespective of the fact that the villagers are not being provided with expert 
helps from administration they have developed certain coping strategies by 
themselves. One of the most important of them is unified effort, in all the 
villages they have formed a group which is not always formally developed, 
but at night these groups work to protect their village.  
Interviewee 2, “Yes we chase the elephants unitedly” The spreading of 
information regarding elephants is not only among villagers but also between 
villages, “The herdsman go to jungle, the woodchoppers go to the jungle, from 
them we get news. Besides that from neighbouring villages… news spreads 
from mouth to mouth and then people get prepared for it”  

6. Safety measures:  
As the villagers are facing the problem years after years now they have 
developed certain precaution and safety measures too.  
Interviewee 4 “As we know precautions at this moment. For example, we 
don’t go out in the early morning, & we come back from fields before evening 
sets in. Due to these measures in our village there is no record of death this 
year.”  

7. Intensification of the problem with time  
May be due to decreased support from the forest department or due to 
deforestation the problem related to elephants are increasing with time.  
Interviewee 4 “initially the problem was less, two three elephants used to 
come and go back, they caused harm to very few people, but with time the 
problem is accelerating”.  
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8. Sense of commonality and support from community  
The Theoretical Model of Communal Coping (TMCC; T.D. Afifi et al., 2006) 
combines a risk and resiliency approach with a systems approach by 
examining how multiple individuals’ coping behaviors are integrally linked 
and affect each other in positive and negative ways. At a general level, TMCC 
proposes that people who communicate about their uncertainty and stress as 
something they can solve together and overcome as a unit should foster a 
sense of ‘‘mental hardiness’’ or resilience (see also Hobfoll, Briggs, & Wells, 
1994). Those messages may be communicated directly (e.g., ‘‘we can get 
through this’’) or indirectly (e.g., through joint problem solving and mutual 
activities that build collective resolve). In either case, they have been shown to 
enhance people’s coping efficacy  the belief that they have the ability to cope 
with a stressor (e.g., T.D. Afifi et al., 2006; Brashers, Haas, Klingle, & Neidig, 
2000). The social background of a person helps a person to cope well 
especially in a sociocentric society like India. In the present study sense of 
commonality, unity and rich source of social support was the main source 
behind their coping. The concern for others was reflected quite frequently.  
Interview 2, “If there is any loss in my neighbouring field, that’s my loss too. 
As we all are farmers, if he has a financial loss then he has nothing to 
compensate”. Quite consistent with the article of Bracken et al, all the 
interviewee reported an increased level of social cohesiveness due to the 
disaster.  
Interviewee2, “yes, obviously the cohesiveness is increased now. Initially two-
three people used to go to chase the elephants, now it’s around fifty people” If 
someone face financial loss in one village other farmers have reported to help 
him financially too, connection among villagers as well as between villages is 
also found.  

9. Local meaning of disaster  
Bracken et al (1995) talked about “subjective meaning of trauma”. Culture has 
a major role to play in such meaning and symbols. Such local colouring as 
well as local beliefs was present in the study. In all the villages there was a 
belief that elephants are representatives of lord Ganesha, and therefore abusing 
them would cause more problems, in all the villages the villagers followed 
rituals like conveying ‘pranam’ to the elephants.  
Interviewee2, “Yes most of us believe so (elephants are related to Ganesha), 
but initially it was seen that if someone abused elephants, elephants caused 
him more loss”  
Interviewee1, “People say that they are living gods, although we don’t do 
‘puja’ but they are gods”  
Conclusion  
The present study provided us with the opportunity of understanding how a 
community deals with a recurrent disaster which is affecting the community 
for 15-20 years. When the help from administration is minimum, when the 
situation is worsening day by day how they are preparing themselves to deal 
with the problem. The study reveals how the sense of communion and unity, 
as well as, support can be proven to be very helpful to the mitigation. 
Although, the community has not been able to completely get rid of the 
disaster and they have helplessness but they are still putting their unified effort 
to deal with it. Direct support such as financial help for each others, spreading 
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information among the community members, as well as the sense of unity is 
the fuel of their struggle. 
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